Windows 10 Deployment
Rapid Windows 10 deployment for the NHS
With Altiatech’s Rapid Start Deployment, we can start rollout in less than 2 months with our unique process
that includes readiness assessment, discovery workshop, health checks and App compatibility and testing,
leaving you with a secure and feature-rich Windows 10 Deployment. Deploying Windows 10 will enable you to
deter viruses, malware and malicious intent before they are able to spread.

Time to Prepare
With the deadline for NHS organisations to
upgrade to Windows 10 nearing, there is still
time to prepare for a successful rollout. With
various stages to achieve a successful
transition to consider, Altiatech can manage
the entire deployment process with its
dedicated team of Windows 10 experts.
Every Windows 10 deployment will require the
hardware and software compatibility testing to
ensure a smooth rollout to end users and
avoid costly downtime in critical locations. Our
specialist team will minimise the impact to
clinical teams and enable business to run as
per normal.

“The intuitive usability of Windows 10, integrated with our Surface Pro devices and
Skype, empowers our staff to self-serve more than they ever could.”
Andre de Araujo: Head of IT
Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
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Windows 7 End of Support

Simplified Updates

After 10 years, support for Windows 7 is coming to an
end on 14 January 2020. Windows 7 devices will still
function after this date, but Microsoft will no longer
provide the following:

IT departments can use Windows 10 tools and insights
to simplify deployment and updates, thereby freeing
resources to drive more business value. With ever
tightening budgets and increasing patient demand,
the NHS is increasingly having to achieve more with
less. Using your chosen Management tools, Altiatech
can help the smooth management and operation of
your Windows 10 deployment in the long term,
assisting with monitoring and updating the service,
allowing more time to focus on your patient care and
administration.

•
•
•

Technical support – no further assistance on
using Windows 7
Software updates – unsupported features to limit
productivity
Security updates or fixes – devices are vulnerable
to attack

While you could continue to use PCs with Windows 7,
doing so greatly increases the risk of cyber-attacks, as
well as undermined productivity with limited features.

The Forefront of Security

A Guard Dog for your Data

From Windows Information Protection to Windows
Defender Advanced Threat Protection, Windows 10
includes the most advanced technology to protect your
data. With Cyber Attacks an ever-growing threat to the
NHS, the importance of security cannot be understated.
The ability of Advanced Threat Protection to detect,
investigate and automatically respond to potential
threats will allow for quicker more immediate action to
be taken to protect the Organisation and patient data,
leading to better care across the board.

Windows 10 changes the game for security in
organisations by protecting user identities, devices,
and information with a comprehensive solution,
driven by intelligence that only Microsoft has to
offer. Customers deserve intelligent endpoint security
that is built into the platform itself, not bolted on top
of it. With that in mind, NHS organisations can rest
assured they have the best defence against any
possible cyber-attacks when adopting Windows 10
with Altiatech.

Focus on empowering your organisation with the most secure Windows ever. Always up
to date with the latest protection, productivity, and advanced IT tools.
Contact Altiatech today and learn how Windows 10 can offer superior protection and
faster transformation than ever before.
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